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(Recetved I0 July 1995, m rewsed form 7 December 1995)

Ai~trt~--The impacts of home-based te|ecommutmg on travel behawor and personal velucle
emmsions for participants m the State of California Telecommutmg Pilot Project are analyzed
using the most advanced ermsslons modehng tools currently avmiable A comparison of parting-
pants" teiecommutmg day travel behawor wRh their before-telecommutmg behavior shows a 27%
reduetmn m the number of personal vehlc|e trips, a 77% decrease m vehlc|e-mfles traveled 0gMT),
and 39% (and 4%) decreases m the number of cold (and hot) engine starts These decreases 
travel trar~tate into ermsstons reductmns of 48% for total orgamc gases (TOG), 64% for carbon
monoxide (CO), 69% for mtrogen oxide (NOx), and 78% for particulate matter (PM) Although
the authors developed the methodology to mvestagate the ermsstons ~mpacts of teleeommutsng, the
analysts technique can be applied to any demand management or other transportation strategy
where all of the necessary model inputs are available An analysis of the number of personal vehicle
trips and VMT partttaoned into commute-related and non-commute-related purposes revealed that
non-commute personal vehicle trips increased by 0 5 trips per person-day on average, whereas the
non-commute VMT decreased by 5.3 miles This important fin&rig supports (for one m&eator, the
number of raps) the hypotheszs that non-commute travel generauon ~s a petenual negaUve impact
of tetecommuUng This finding demonstrates the need to monator these changes as tdecommuung
moves into the mainstream In th~s study, however, the small increase m non-commute trips has a
neglJglble impact compared to the overall travel and enussmns sa~angs Copyright © 1996 Elsevier
Science Ltd

t INTRODUCTION

In response to state and federal air quality regulations, transportation and air quality
planners continue to evaluate and compare Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
strategies designed to help alleviate regional air quality problems A growing body of
hterature shows that telecommutmg has positive travel-related impacts, including
decreasang the number of vehicle traps and vehicle-miles traveled (VMT), especaally during
peak travel periods (Kitamura et al, 1991, Hamer et al, 1991, Pendyala et aL, 1991,
Mokhtarlan et al, 1995) Home-based telecommuting shows particular promise as xt
entlrely eliminates the need to commute to and from the mare workplace Whereas at least
the short-term travel-related impacts of telecommuting are becoming clear, the emissions
~mpacts are less certain. There are hmlts to the efficacy of using tradmonal transportation-
related indicators (such as VMT, number of trips) to gauge the probable emissions

impacts of various transportation strategies. These tradmonal measures only partially
explain vehicle emissions. The vehicle emission process is very complex, mvotvmg the
interaction of numerous other factors including: the vehicle types and pollution control
technologies m the fleet, how the vehicles are operated (speeds, acceleratlon/deceleratiort,
etc ); other travel-related indicators (such as number of cold and hot engine starts), 

*Author for correspondence
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14 Brett E Koemg et al

environmental condmons (including season and arnb~ent temperature) Thus, to properly
assess the emassmns ~mpacts of a transportation strategy, a vehicle ermss~ons model that
takes all of these factors into cons~deratmn must be used

In 1991 the first known emlsslons analysis of telecomrnutmg was performed using data
from the State of Cahforma Telecornmutmg Pdot ProJect (Sampath et al., 1991). Using
travel &ary data and an early version of the Califorma Air Resources Board’s (CARB)
emasslons inventory models, EMFAC7D / BURDEN7D, researchers at UC Davis were
able to quantify the enusslons impacts due to telecommutmg One Important travel-rela-
ted finding &scovered during the research was that telecorranuters traveled m closer
proxamlty to the home on telecommuting days. However, a detailed investtgatmn of the
emlssmns Impacts of tins behawor was not performed at the tame. Overall, the findings
from the project supported the hypothesis that telecommuting has posltlve transportatmn
and mr quahty ~mpacts

A later study on a different data set (the Puget Sound Telecommutmg Demonstratmn
ProJect) improved upon the State of Cahfornia project by using a more thorough
methodology and updated emissmns models (Henderson et al., t996) The new
methodology mvolved modifying the 7F versmns of EMFAC and BURDEN to allow the
replacement of all default aggregate data files In the models w~th sample-specific data,
whereas only selected files were replaced an the earher State of Cahforma analysas.

The present study seeks to re-evaluate and extend the State of Cahforma enussmns
analysis using the improved methodology and emassmns models employed m the Puget
Sound study as a starting point In this study a true before-and-after comparison is
conducted, whereas in the Puget Sound anatysls traveI and em~smons are compared for
non-telecommutmg days and telecommutmg days, ~rrespectave of the t~me at winch tele-
commuting began.

One issue of particular interest m this study Is the prewous observatmn that a Ingher
proportmn of trips occurred watinn a shorter &stance from home on telecommutmg
days as compared to non-telecommutmg days. The questaon ~s how tins ~mpact affects
em~ssmns levels From a travel perspective, the observed result ~s an increased propomon
of miles driven on slower surface streets rather than on freeways. The concern ~s that
veinctes travehng at lower speeds do not perform under optimal combustmn con&tions,
and thus produce runmng ermssions at a Ingher rate An important questmn then, ~s--m
what way do lower average speeds impact overall emassions levels ~ Tins study addresses
tins assue m detml to determine what changes take place m travel behavaor, what the
ampacts of those changes are on average trip speeds, and whether or not those impacts
affect oventll ermssmns levels

Em~ssmns estimates for tins study are modeled with the latest versmns of the CARB
emissmns inventory models, EMFAC7F and BURDEN7F Data from the State of Cah-
forma pl!ot project are used to replace all aggregate input files in the models. A control
group is used for comparison to determine the extent to wbach changes in travel behavior
and em~ssmns levels are actually due to telecommutmg. Based on trips reported m a con-
ventmnal travel diary format, the personal vehicle emlssmns of telecommuters (before and
after telecommutmg) and controls are compared to identify Impacts due to teIecom-
muting Although the authors developed the methodology to mvestagate the emassmns
impacts of telecommutmg, the analysis techmque can be apphed to any transportatmn
strategy where all of the necessary model inputs are available

The results reported here pertain to a summer analysis where ozone precursors (TOG
and NOx) are of greatest concern Summer was chosen to correspond w~th the earlier
study of the same data to adent~fy similar trends m the findings The Puget Sound study
focused on winter ermssums estimates, and the reader should note that companng
emissions across seasons may show changes in emissmns levels that are unrelated to
veincle activity.

It ~s ~mportant to note that the ampacts on emassmns levels reported here represent the
&fference between a day on which the telecommuter telecommuted and a day when
the commute trip to the regular office was made When the level of telecommutmg ~s
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consrdered, that is, the percentage of work days that employees actually telecommute, the
week]~y sawngs wall be a much smaller proportion of total weekday travel Also, these
findings represent average per capita reductions, the aggregate (or overall, region-wide)
impacts are determined by scaling these reductions by the number of program partici-
pants Thus, the aggregate effectiveness of telecommutlng must take into account the
number of people likely to participate as telecommuters and how often they telecommute,
not just the per capita, per occasion impacts.

The organization of this paper as as follows. Following this introduction (section 1),
section 2 outlines the use of the travel diary, data from the State of California Tele-
commuting Pilot Project participants an preparing for the emissions analys~s Section 3
describes methods of modeling mobile source emissions arid presents the models used in
this analysis, EMFAC7F and BURDEN7F, in detail. The travel-related and emissions
fin&x~ gs are discussed in section 4, and finally, section 5 concludes with a summary of the
study and recommendations for future research

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA DATA

The :3tare of Cahfomla Telecommutmg Palot Project began in 1988 as a two-year
demonstration to test the effectweness of telecommutmg as an alternative work arrange-
ment for employees of state government agencies (JALA Associates, 1990) The project
was mirrored due to the increasing costs of new office space, the changing nature of work
at the state agencies, worsening congestion and air quality, and the need to conserve
energy

Th~ ee-day travel drones were designed to collect data on the travel behavior of project
participants The part~clpants in the study were state employees from 14 public agencies
who volunteered to participate. Two travel dlanes were completed by part~cipants and
driving age household members over the course of the study one before each participant
began teleeommutmg (Wave 1), and another after participants had been telecommutmg
for about one year (Wave 2) In the first wave all employees commuted convenuonally 
the main work place In the second wave, the control group continued to commute con-
ventlonally, while the telecommuters were instructed to telecommute at least once during
the three day travel dmry period Extensive evaluations of the impacts of telecommutmg
on travel behavior (Katamura et aL, 1991) and prehmmary evaluations of the impacts on
vehicle emissions (Sampath et al, 1991) were performed.

The’ State of Cahforma data is organized into two types of data files, a personal/
household information file and a tnp file. The personal and household reformation file
includes information such as the participant status (telecommuter, control group member,
telecommuter household member, or control group household memberL age. gender,
home and work locations, locations frequently visited, transit hnes used and household
car ovnaershap. The trip files contain the trip charactenstics for every trip reported by the
respondents The reformation for each trip includes the ongm and destination, begmmng
and ending tnp times, purpose, approramate trip length as reported by the respondent,
mode used, begmmng and ending odometer reading if a personal vehicle was used, the
number of passengers and the percentage of distance traveled on the freeway for each tnp
Detailed discussions of the State of California data are reported in K~tamura et al (1991)
and Pendyala et al (1991) Also discussed are additional transportation findings, includ-
ing an analysis at the household level

The person and tnp files formed the basis for this emissions analysis of telecommutmg
The empirical findings reported here pertain to the analysis of 40 telecornmuters (who
reported travel in both waves w~th at least one telecommutmg day m Wave 2) and 58
eontrc,ls This study focuses on the personal vehicle emissions impacts of telecommutmg
Thus, carpool, vanpool and alternative transportation mode trips (e.g bus, bike) were not
included an this analysis It is reasonable to assume that many ff not most ndesharmg trips
would stall have taken place without the telecommuter, and that telecommutmg would
have r~o enuss~ons impacts on those trips Also weekend data was not reported an the
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Table 1 Distribution of trtps across comparison group

Telecommuters Controls

Wave 2 Wave 2
Wave I TC days NTC days Wave I Wave 2

# of people 40 46 34 58 57
# of personal 429 142 212 572 490
vehicle trips
# of person-da ys I 14 52 56 161 149

travel diaries and therefore, non-work-day travel impacts could not be evaluated. Due to
lower completeness and quahty, household member data is also not analyzed. Thus, this
study only addresses the ermsslons impacts of telecommutang for drlve-alone trips on the
project participants’ work days

As data cleaning efforts were being conducted, it was discovered that three partic~pants
were mappi oprmte for flus study Two of the particnpants telecommuted from a center
rather than from home. The travel and emissions impacts of center-based telecommutmg
are hkely to differ slgmficantly from those of home-based telecommutmg, and hence it is
preferable vot to combine those two groups The third participant was an obvious outher.
For thin person, two 5D-mile commute trips were reported on days when the participant
was supposedly telecommutmg from home, and the participant did not report any non-
telecommuting days (before or after telecommutmg began) against which to compare for
possible mlscodmg of the day status W~th such a small sample, a single outher can greatly
skew the results Therefore, that partmxpant’s trips were removed along with the trips
made by the center-based telecommuters. Also, 31 of the 71 telecommuters originally
studied did not report a tetecomrnuung day m Wave 2, thus it xs not clear if those par-
tmipants ever actually telecommuted. Therefore, the telecommuter group sample sine was
reduced to 40 such that before and after measures were available for a consistent set of
partaclpants. The reduced sample size means that the travel related findings of this study
and the precious studies of the same data are not quantltat~vely comparable Quali-
tatively, however, the key findings can be compared for these studies and in fact are
consistent.

Table 1 shows the trip tabulations from the 40 telecommuters and 58 controls analyzed
in tbas study The trip data from the participants were divided into five groups: (I) Tele-
commuters, Wave 1 (before telecommuting), (2) Telecommuters, Wave 2 (after starting 
telecommute, on telecommutmg days), (3) Telecommuters, Wave 2 (after starting to tele-
commute, on non-telecornmutmg days); (4) Controls, Wave 1, and (5) Controls, Wave 
The total number of personal vetucle trips taken by telecommuters and controls in Wave I
were 429 and 572, respectively In Wave 2, telecommuters took 354 total trips, 142 on
telecommutmg days (TC Days) and 212 on non-telecommuting days (NTC Days). 
controls reported 490 tnps in Wave 2. The third row in the table represents the total
number of person days for each group In this context, a person-day is defined as a day on
which a participant in the study kept a record of hts or her trips.

3 MODELING MOBILE SOURCE EMISSIONS

Generally .,;peaking, the current strategy for modeling vehicle emissions involves two
steps. First, emissions factors (e g. g/cold start, g/mile of emissions) are developed for each
emmsions-producmg vehicle activity (e g cold engine starts, VMT) Second, the emissions
factors are multiplied by the appropriate vehacle activity to generate total emassions for
that activity Modeling em~ssions using this two step process is inherently data-intenslve.
The main data requirements for vehicle ermssaons modehng include the following
(Guensler et al., 1994) (1) quantlf3qng the emissions-producing vehicle activity (e g 
vehicle starts, hot vehicle starts, number of tnps, VMT), (2) identifying the charactenstms
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of the vehicle fleet, including vehicle model years, vehicle classes, operating characteristics,
and poll~juon control technologies; (3) providing data on environmental factors (e.g
season, almude, ambient temperature), and (4) collecting em~sslons factor data for each
em~s:;~ons-producmg process (engine starts, running exhaust processes, and evaporatwe
processes) Computer emass~on models then use these data to calculate a total en’nss~ons
inventory by weighting each em~sslon-producmg acUvtty by its appropriate emlss~ons
factor and summing the totals for all actw~ty m the sample.

3 1 Overvzew of EMFAC and BURDEN
The Cahforma Air Resources Board’s emissions inventory models, EMFAC7F and

BURDEN7F, are used to calculate the emissions estimates for tbas analysis As generally
employed, these models use the basac methodology described above to calculate aggregate
vehicle ermsstons inventories for air basins m Cahforma (CARB, 1993). Seven lmllutant
types are modeled by EMFAC7F and BUILDEN7F: total organic gases (TOG), reactive
orgasmic gases (ROG), carbon monoxide (CO), mtrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur 
(SOx), partaculate matter (PM), and lead The SOx and lead outputs are not presented
here because the vehicle actwaty m thus small sample did not generate measurable amounts
of these pollutants Also, since ROG is a subset of TOG It Is not presented separately
The tnput requlrements for BURDEN7F demanded that personal vehacles be classified
into class/teehaology groups Four categories of vehicles were present m this sample, a
hght duty automobile (LDA) class subdixaded into catalyst-eqmpped and non-catalyst-
eqmpped technology groups, and a hght duty truck (LDT) class with the same two sub-
categories Though the sample did include five trips made on motorcycles, to stmphfy the
anal)sas these trips were conservaUvely classafied as LDA raps with the same year vehlcle.
Vebacfies are modeled as hawng seven different emission-producing processes running
exhaust, cold start exhaust, hot start exhaust, hot soak em~sslons, evaporatwe running
Iosse,,,, diurnal emlsslons, and evaporative resting losses. To include the impacts of
changing ambient temperatures on vetucle errusslons, BURDEN7F models personal
vehicle errnsslons for six different time periods throughout the day The time periods
are 12 mldmght-6 a m ~ 6-9 a m, 9 a.m -12 noon, 12 noon-3 p.m, 3-6 pm., and 6 p m -
12 mJdmghto

For a partlcular calendar year and season (specafied by the user), EMFAC7F calculates
an array of enusslons factors for each combmatlon of vehacle class/technology group,
enuss,ons process, and pollutant type BURDEN7F references these emissaons factors,
and compdes the emasslons inventory for a specafic set of vehicle actlvaty data for each of the
six t~rae periods of the day The enuss~ons inventory ~s produced by weaghUng each measure
of velucle acuv~ty (VMT, number of cold starts, etc ) w~th the appropriate emlss~ons factor
and summing these emass~ons figures for each t~me period of the day. Data ~s then reported
m teraas of average ermss~ons per day for a particular calendar year For an m-depth das-
cussion of the models and sample formats of input and output files, refer to CARB (1993)

3 2 Uncertainty tn modehng vehtcular emtsstons
Several researchers (e g P~erson etal, 1990; Pollack et aL, 1992) have found that the

emissions estimates from models (such as EMFAC/BURDEN and the federal EPA
model, MOBILE) are lower than field-measured pollutant concentrations These studies
have raised concerns about the accuracy and usefulness of the models A lack of detailed
data on the emissions-producing processes necessitates that samphfying assumptions be
made to rephcate these processes using empirical equations m computer models Further,
because the models were developed as tools to estimate emissions for large geographical
areas, aggregate regaonai data ~s typically used for inputs

Additional challenges arise when using regional emissions inventory models for small-
scale studies such as th~s. To model ermss~ons for a small-scale analys~s, at the very
least the vehicle act~wty data specific to the sample must be input to the models Other
default data files (fleet max, speed dastnbut~on, etc ) should also be replaced for more
compiehenswe analyses
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While we are cogmzant of the shortcomings of current emlssmns models, we maintain
’that wlth the appropriate input data they can be very useful tools for prowdmg a relative
comparison of emisslons levels among groups The EMFAC7F and BURDEN7F models
used m this study are among the most advanced mobile source emissmns models available
and represent the current state of the art Because of the potential for modeling inaccu-
racy. however, the specific emlsslons figures provided in this report (m g/day) should
be used with cautmn The percent differences among groups should be a more rehable
measure and as the pnmary basis for comparison presented here Several steps were taken
m thus study to decrease the potentaal for error m the ermssions estimates. These are
discussed m detail below

3 3. Modehng zmprovements made for thts analysts
One potential cause of modehng error is the use of aggregate input data In this small-

scale analysis thus error is eliminated by replacing the default aggregate input files w~th
more accurate sample-spec)fic data To develop the inputs for thus study, the travel dmry
data from the participants m the State of Cahforma project were coded, cleaned and
tabulated for input to EMFAC7F and BURDEN7F The data were tabulated to fulfill alI
of the main data reqmrements for the models -- vehicle actiwty, fleet mix characteristics,
and environmental data In the original State of Cahforma analysis aggregate vehicle fleet
and speed dlstnbutmn data files were used In tbas new analysas, all aggregate input files
are replaced w~th sample-specific data from the State of Calfforma project participants
Each of the improvements made is dascussed below

Farst, the default Cahfornaa vehlcle fleet mix was replaced with the actual vehicle
profile of the participants m the project The default Cahforma fleet m~x used m the
orlgnnal emlssmns analysis as not representative of the vehacles owned and driven by
the pamclpants m the dernonstratmn project, since the sample has a h~gher proportion
of later model year vehicles For example, t 980 and earher model year vebacles com-
prase 24% of the default fleet compared to only 13% of the demonstration project vehicle
fleet

VehMe speeds are ~mportant as they affect the rate (in g/mile) at which pollutmn 
emitted by a vehacle. The speed distribution profile in BURDEN as used to deterrmne
whach emassmn factors to multiply against the measures of veh~cte actlvaty to generate the
emissions output All model runs were performed using the actual speed chstnbutmn data
from the demonstratmn project instead of the default Sacramento county vehicle speed
profile used in the original analysas

Finally, since the ongnnaI State of Cahforma evaluatmn in 1991, the Cahforma ARB
released a new (7F) versmn of EMFAC and BURDEN. The improvements to the
empmcal equatmns m the current version ~mproved the accuracy of predicted emassmns
levels, making them closer to field-measured pollutant concentratmns In comparison to
the previously reported findings, this generally upward correction to estimated emissions
w~I1 counteract to some degree the downward correctaon obtained by using the sample-
specific fleet max (containing a higher proportion of newer, lower-emlttang vehicles than
the default) Overall, the use of these improved versmns of EMFAC and BURDEN in
conjuncUon wath the changes described above should lead to more accurate emissions
results for th~s study

3 4 Factors affecting the emtsstons tmpacts of telecommutmg
Air quahty may be affected m three dafferent ways as a result of telecommuting Direct

transportauon ~mpacts are those first-order effects on the pamcapants’ travel patterns that
are observable from the travel diary data m lsolatmn indirect transportatton ~mpacts
include higher order changes such as effects on household travel, weekend travel, and
long-term residentml relocatmn Indtrect non-transportation ~mpacts related to energy
consumptmn changes should also be considered in a complete analysis of the mr quahty
~mpacts of telecommutmg For example, ut~laty consumptlon may grow ff there as an
increased use of heating oJ air condmonmg at the remote work sate while uuhty con-
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Table 2 Pnrnary ermsslon-producmg vehlcle actlv~tles and emissions produced

19

Em~s~¢1on-ptoducmg vehlcle actlwty Type of process (pollutant)

Vehicle-males traveled

Engine starts (hot and cold)
Engine shut-dove, s
Modal behavior (e g accelerations, decelerations,

average speeds)
Park 1 ~me

¯ Running exhaust (CO, TOG, NOx, PM)
¯ Runmng evaporatwe emissions (TOG)
¯ Start-up exhaust (CO, TOG, NOx, PM)
¯ Hot soak evaporatwe emissions (TOG)
¯ Runmng exhaust (CO, TOG, NOx, PM)

¯ Resting evaporative emlsszons (TOG)
¯ Dmrnal emissions (TOG)

Adapl eel from Guensler, 1993

sumptlon at the main office is relatively unaffected. Here, the available data pernut only
the &rect transportation ~mpacts of telecommutmg to be stu&ed

Telecorm-nuting has the potential to reduce mobile source errasslons levels by decreasing
the types of vehicle act~vmes which produce emissions Table 2 shows the prtmary emis-
sions-producing set,wries from automobile use that are typically Included m the emissions
inventory modeling process Next we discuss which of these factors can be influenced by
telecommutang and how these changes wall affect vehicle emissions levels

3 4 1 Veh~cle-m~les traveled (VMT) The amount of VMT &rectly affects running
exhaast and runmng evaporative emissions Running em~sslons are a s~gnlficant
contributor to all pollutants (TOG, CO, NOx, and PM), constituting more than 50% 
the total emissions for NOx and PM Telecommutmg from home ehrmnates the need to
comraute to and from work If ad&taonal trips aren’t made on telecommulmg days (as
several studies have shown), telecommuting will cause sIgmficant decreases m total VMT
Ultimately, decreases In VMT due to telecommutmg w~lI result m lower vehicle emissions
for a][l pollutants, especmlly NOx and PM

3.4 2 Engine starts (cold and hot) Engine starts are dtrectly related to the total
number of personal vehicle trips Engine starts cause elevated exhaust emission rates for
the first few minutes of operation Cold start emissions are greater than hot start
emasslons by an order of magmtude, and thus are a major concern They are the primary
source of CO and TOG ermsslons for short-to-moderate length trips By ehmmatmg the
commute trip, telecommuting has the potential to decrease the number of total traps taken
on a daffy basis. If telecommutmg decreases the number of personal vehicle traps
(especmlly cold start trips) mgmficant decreases m CO and TOG will result.

3 4 3 Engine shut-downs (hot soaks) When a vehicle engine Is turned off, coolant
stops circulating and engine temperatures rise resulting m increased evaporauve (TOG)
losses from the fuel system Hot soak emass~ons, as they are called, are therefore also a
&rect function of the total number of trips taken To the extent that telecommuUng
decreases the number of vehicle trips, reductions m hot soak (TOG) emissions are expected

3 4 4. Modal behavtor Modal behavior, or an m&wdual’s dnwng pattern (such as
acceleration rates, deceleration rates, and average speeds), greatly influences vehicle
emissions rates In general, for low to moderate speeds, there is an reverse relationship
between speed and runmng ermsslons rates (CARB, 1990) Higher speeds mean lower
em~sslons rates up to approx 55 mph for TOG and CO (50 mph for NOx), beyond which
highel speeds lead to hlgher en’nssions rates. Paruculady for TOG and CO, the largest
variations occur at low speeds. For moderate speeds, ~ e 20-55 mph (50 for NOx) the
emasmons rates decrease slowly Therefore, ff tnp speeds shift by only a few males per
hour, but remain m th~s range, the impacts wall be small However, if speeds are shifted
into or out of th~s range, as a result of telecommutmg, significant emissions impacts may
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result The likely impacts of telecommutmg on travel speeds are ambiguous---other things
being equal, higher travel speeds will occur If more trips are made at off-peak
(uncongested) times of the day. Alternatively, lower speeds are hkely if trips are shlfted
from the freeways to the ~urface streets, where vehicle travel is typically slower (Sampath
et aL, 1991) Acceleration/deceleration patterns are influenced by telecommutmg to the
extent that tnps are shifted out of congested stop-and-go traffic into more free-flowing
traffic m the off-peak period The data used for this study do not allow acceleratmns and
decelerations to be determined; only the average speed for the trip can be calculated from
distance and time. While EMFAC7F and BURDENVF do not model the emlssmns
impacts due to acceleration and deceleration m detail, the Federal Test Procedures
(FTPs) used to determine the basehne ermsslons factors contained m EMFAC7F 
include standardized acceleration/deceleration test cycles, so these ~mpacts on en~ssmns
are modeled to some extent Average trip speeds are available, however, and are used to
replace the default aggregate data to improve the modehng accuracy

3 4 5 Park ttme (exposure to dmrnal temperature fluctuattons) Evaporative (TOG)
losses occur even when a vehicle ~s parked. Dlurnat emissions are the evaporative emissions
from a vehmle’s fuel system which are caused by fluctuatmns m daffy ambient temperature
experienced by a parked vehicle This loss also occurs while the vehicle is being operated,
but ~s included within runmng evaporative elmss~ons dunng that activity To the extent
that telecommutmg decreases vehicle usage (thereby increasing the time a vehicle spends
parked), increases m diurnal (TOG) emissions will be reported in the model output with
corresponding decreases in runmng evaporative emissions The overall amount of
evaporative emissions from the velucles’ fuel systems due to dmrnal temperature
fluctuations will essentially be constant, and will be unaffected by telecommutmg

There are condmons, however, when telecommutmg may increase the diurnal emis-
sions. When a vehicle as parked longer than a day or two, the evaporatwe emissmns con-
trol (the charcoal canister) can become saturated, and lose its effectiveness until the engine
is run and the system purged of ~ts collected vapor The length of time to saturate depends
on whether re-formulated fuel is used (which lowers the evaporation rate for a given set of
conditions), whether the vehicle is parked in the sun or not, and so on To the extent that
telecommutmg results in a vehicle not being driven for more than a day, the multz-day
diurnal emissions can increase. Although the data for this study did not allow days to be
identified on which no trips were made with a personal vehicle (see section 3 5), these days
do m fact occur The Puget Sound study previously referenced showed that on 38% of the
participants’ telecommutmg days no trips were made (by the telecommuter) with a per-
sonal vebacle Even if those days could be identified here, analyzing multi-day diurnal
emissmns would reqmre data for several consecutive days, and would necessitate the
tracking of all trips made by each vehicle, rather than just the raps made by the tele-
commuter Further, the emlssmns factors calculated by the EMFAC model are based on
aggregate measures that are not sensitive to mdmduaI vehicle actavity Therefore, van-
ables affecting multi-day diurnal emissions cannot be modified by the analyst Based on
these restrictions, such an analysas is beyond the scope of this study However, in any case,
the increase in average emrsslons resulting from these occurrences ~s expected to be negh-
gable compared to the magnitudes of the overall levels from the other processes

3 4.6 Other factors affecting emtss~ons levels The season in which the vehicle activity
takes place and the ambaent temperature directly affect the rates at which emissions are
produced Changes in temperature and Reid vapor pressure cause changes in emissions
rates of ever)’ process For example, cold start emissions are very sensitive to ambient
temperature In general, cold start emissions increase as ambient temperature drops
Thus, if telecommutmg causes a shaft in trips to times of the day when temperatures are
higher, substantml reductions in cold start emissions could be realized

Still other factors affect the total azr quahty impacts of teiecommutmg For example, the
topography of a region, the existence of a temperature mvers~on layer and wind patterns
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all influence the rate of pollutant dlspers~on These other factors can be simulated using
pollutant chsperslon models However, because the focus here Is solely on the productton
of vehicle pollutants, an analysis of the natural dispersion of ermsslons ts beyond the
scope of this study

3 5 Calculating emtssions zmpacts
To calculate the emissions impacts of telecommutmg the emissions output from each

group was converted to g/person/day, or g/person-day, to control for the different slze
groups

Winle calculating the g/person-day for most of the comparison groups was straight-
forward, doing so for telecommuters’ Wave 2 on TC days proved to be more difficult
Because the participants m the sample are home-based telecommuters it is expected that
there will be some days on which they telecommute from home and make no personal
veincle trips. These days should be included m the denominator of the g/person-day
calcutatton, as the reduction of personal vehicle travel due to telecommutmg is precasety
one of the impacts we are attempting to measure However, thus data was unavailable
from file State of Cahfomm data files due to a flaw m the travel dmry design The travel
diary ¢lld not provide a place for respondents to mark that no trips were made on a par-
t~cular day Hence, it was mlposs~bIe for the data coders to tell ff a diary day w~th no data
was the result of the respondent fading to document trips that were made or ff at was
simply a day on whach no trips were taken Rather than attempting to include est)mates of
the number of days on which no trips were made, the authors took the conservatave
approach of using only the data directly reported It is amportant to point out that days
on wl~eh no trips were taken can have significant impacts on the em~ssions reducttons and
should be included m future studies whenever posslble By not including these days, the
ermssaons reductions due to telecommutmg are underestimated For example, in the Puget
Sound study (Henderson et aL, 1996), no personal vehicle trips were made by tele-
commuters on a slzeable 38% of all teleeommutmg days

4 FINDINGS

ThiS section begins w~th an analysts of the telecommuters and the controls m the sample
to determine the usefulness of the controls as a comparison group. Thus as followed by a
presentation of the transportation-related findings from each of the groups studaed. An
analysl~ of the ermss~ons ~mpacts as then presented, followed by an investigation of
how VMT and speed distributions change as a result of telecommutmg and what the
transportation and air quahty ampacts of those changes are Finally, the Dastance to Cold
Start Ratio (D/C Ratio) is calculated and discussed.

4 1. Cc,mparablhty of telecommuters and controls
The control group m the study provides a sample against which to compare the tele-

commuters Before assessing the changes m travel and emissions due to telecommutmg, it
is important to check the extent to winch the telecommuters and controls are comparable,
independent of telecornmutmg In the follovang discussion, all variables are m units of
numbel of occurrences per person-day Comparing the travel-related indicators of the two
groups m Wave 1 (Table 3) shows that the telecommuters and controls in the sample take
approximately the same average number of personal vehicle trips per day (3 8 and 3 6,
respectwely), wath no statistical d~fference Similarly, the average numbers of cold and hot
starts show no s~gmficant differences between groups However, the telecommuters have a
higher VMT (44 8miles) than the controls (32 7mites), a (statistically sagmficant) 
difference Based on the above observations, the control group was anticipated to provide
a useful companson measure for at least three of the four travel indicators number of
trips, cold starts, and hot starts°

To further analyze tins slgmficant difference m VMT, average commute lengths for
the two, groups were compared. The commute lengths were calculated only for those
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Comparing the Wave 1 travel characteristics of telecommuters and controls

Telecommuters Controls % D~fference
Wave 1 Wave 1 between

# people = 40 # people = 58 telecommuters
# person-days = 114 # person-days = 161 and controls

VMT 44 8 32 7 37*
# of vehicle tnps 3 76 3 55 6
# of cold starts 2 52 2 49 1
# of hot starts 1 24 1 06 17

* Dafference m means ~s statistically sagmficant at P~<0 01

parncipants who reported at least one tnp that started at home and ended at work, or vice
versa Some partac~pants &d not drive straight from home to work within the travel diary
period, so accurate commute lengths were unavailable for those parnc~pants Based on 40
control group members and 34 telecommutmg group members~ the control group mem-
bers have a longer average commute length (37.2miles round-trip) than the 33 9mile
average commute for the telecommuters This suggests that since telecommuters have a
h~gher daffy VMT, they must have more non-commute travel On terms of total &stance,

not number of trips) than the controls. However, it should be noted that, in general, the
average commute length is not equal to the average dally commute VMT, since the VMT
depends on the frequency with which the commute trip Is made m the sample This point
is explored m greater detaal for the telecomrnuters m Sectaon 4.3

4 2. Travel-related findings
Four travel-related indicators were analyzed VMT~ number of vehicle trips, number of

cold starts, and number of hot starts Analysis of vanance (ANOVA) was conducted for
each of these m&cators Three effects were analyzed the person effect, the wave effect,

Person
Effect

Tetecommuter Telecommuter

Wave 1 Wave 2

NTC days NTC days

Control Control

Wave 1 Wave 2

/

Wave Effect

Fag I Structure of ANOVA comparison groups.
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and the day effect The person effect compares the telecommuter sample and the control
sample to ~letermme if they are statlst~cally slmllar For dependent varaables (travel indi-
cators) that do not show s, gmficant d~fferences between groups, the telecommuter and
control groups can be pooled to provlde a larger sample for more robust results. Slrru-
larly, ~he wave effect weighs the chfferences between the before and after measures with the
same goal to pool samples and increase robustness FmaUy, the day status effect only
apphes to the telecommuter Wave 2 participants Th,s effect ,s characterized by the tele-
cornmutmg day or non-telecommutmg day status

The ANOVA structure is displayed m Fig. t to assist m vlsuahzmg the relatmnship
among the five groups. Because a full 2×2×2 design ~s not posslble (since the day status
effect only apphes to one of the groups), a three-way ANOVA could not be conducted
Instead, a two-stage analys~s was performed In the first stage, a two-way ANOVA, test-
mg for person and wave effects, was conducted on the four groups forming the front
surface of F~g. 1 In some cases, the assumptaon of equal vanances across groups (reqmred
for ANOVA to be leglumate) was wolated However, the ANOVA results were not used
d~rectly, but rather to suggest the appropriateness of poohng two or more of the
four groups for comparison against the fifth group m the second stage. In the second
stage, t-tests were performed on the mean d~fferences between the pooled non-tele-
commatmg day group and the telecommutang day group The t-test formula for e~ther
equal variances or unequal vanances was used as appropriate Hence, the second stage
test ~s an entirely rigorous one Th~s approach was considered superior to the brute force
approach of conductang pa~rw~se t-tests of the telecommutmg day group against each of
the other four groups, whach would have increased the hkehhood of at some point falsely
rejecting the null hypothes, s of no slgmficant difference between groups

In the first stage, the two*way ANOVA revealed that for alt four variables, neither the
wave mare effect nor the mteractaon effect was s~gmficant For three of the four varmbles
the person status rnam effect was also ms~gmficant Not surprisingly, however, the person
status mare effect was s~gmficant for VMT

Since three of the dependent variables showed no s~gmficant differences due to the
person and wave effects, for those three variables all four groups were pooled to prowde
the most robust comparison against the telecommutmg day group m deternunatmn of the
day status effect In the second stage, a t-test was performed to compare the four pooled
groups to the tetecommutmg day group to determine dafferences m the number of trips,
the number of cold starts, and the number of hot starts Since the person status was s~g-
mficanl for the other variable (VMT), only the telecommuter before and after (NTC day)
groups were pooled for comparison. The results of thas second stage are presented m
Table 4 and show that three of the four indicators changed mgmficantly as a result of the
day status effect. Only changes in the number of hot starts were found to be ms~gmficant

An interesting observatlon can be made by combining the results of both stages. The
wave effect was insignificant for all four dependent variables (a stage 1 result) This means

Table 4 Travel impacts of telecommutmg (per person-day)

Telecommuters Controls

(~) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Wl w2 TC w2 NTC WI W2 (6)

40 people 40 people 34 people 58 people 57 people Pooled
I 14 days 52 days 56 days 161 days 149 days sample

VMT 44 8 10 2* 36 9 32 7 31 1 42 31
# of tnps 3 76 2 73* 3 79 3 55 3 29 3 552
# cold starts 2 52 I 54* 2 61 2 49 2 20 2 442
# hot starts 1 24 1 19"* 1 18 1 06 I 09 1 102

JPoohng teIecommuters’ W1 and W2 NTC days 40 people, 170 days
2Poohng all 4 NTC day groups 98 people, 480 dg, ys
* D~fferen,ze ~s statistically mgmficant from columns 1 and 6 at P~<0 001
** Dlffere ace ~s not stat~st~ealIy mgmficant from columns I and 6
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that telecommuting s~gn~ficantly decreased three of the four measures on telecommutmg
days (a stage 2 result), while leaving non-telecommutmg day travel unaffected

The effects of telecommutmg shown m Table 4 are discussed m two ways. First, the
telecommuters’ Wave I days are compared to their Wave 2 TC days (columns 1 and 2) 
illustrate the ~mpacts of telecommutmg on that particular group of people Second, the
pooled samples are compared to the telecommuters’ Wave 2 TC days (columns 6 and 2) 
incorporate a more robust estimate of the influence of other factors that may have
mapacted all groups between the first and second waves.

Companng telecommuters’ Wave 1 to their Wave 2 (on TC Days) shows that
telecommutmg caused large reductions m the personal vehicle (PV) travel of project par-
tic,pants After telecomrnuUng began telecommuters took one fewer drive alone trips per
day on average than they &dm Wave I (a 27% decrease). Tlus reduction in the number
of trips translated to a 39% decrease in cold starts, and a 4% decrease in hot starts.
Average VMT also decreased by a substanttal amount (77%), from 44 8 miles before
telecommutmg to 10.2 miles on telecommutmg days

The 77% savings in Vh/IT for ttus particular sample of telecommuters ~s larger than
would be expected from a more representauve sample since their average (round trip)
commute ~s longer than the regional average Though the regmnal average commute
length figure for drwe-alone trips was not available for direct comparison, stu&es of the
same data for all modes of transportation showed that this sample of telecommuters, on
average, comprises long &stance commuters (Mokhtanan et al., 1995) As telecommuting
becomes more widespread, commute lengths of te]ecommuters are expected to fall closer
to the regional average and the VMT reduct~ons are expected to decrease

Companng the pooled groups to the Wave 2 telecommutmg day group shows very
slmdar results The number of PV trips was reduced by 23% from 3.55 trips per day to
2 73. The number of cold starts decreased by 37%, whale the number of hot starts
increased by 8%. The change m the number of hot starts is statlst~caUy mslgmficant
(P = 0 719) The small &fferences m hot starts can be considered nolse about a nominal
change roughly equal to zero VMT reductions were 76% when compared to the pooled
group These slmflar results indicate that the changes m travel behavmr &d not depend
heavily on factors other than telecommutmg

A questmn of interest ~s why the number of cold starts decreases significantly while the
number of hot starts remains unchanged The reason ~s that the early mormng commute
(and cold start) were ehmmated for most of the part~clpants on telecommutmg days. Thls
effect can be observed by referring to Fag. 4 (found m section 4 6) Although the figure 
used to &spla2¢ a VMT result, ~t is the case that dunng times of the day when VMT was
very low, the number of tr~ps was low as well. This accounts for the reduction of a single
cold start (observed m Table 4) The afternoon chain of trips began with a cold start
whether that chain contained a commute tr~p or not Since the reductJon m the number of
trips was also roughly equal to one, it was the single cold start trip that was ehminated,
while hot starts remain unchanged

4 3 Impacts on non-commute travel
A detailed analysis of telecommuters’ Wave 1 (Table 4, column 1) and Wave 2 TC day

(Table 4, column 2) travel was performed to determine why the number of PV trips was
only reduced by one, when it was expected that two commute trips would be ehmmated A
comparison of the VMT figures shows that telecommutmg caused a 34 6 mile average
reductmn roughly eqmvalent to the telecommuters’ approximate 33 9 mile average round
trip commute &stance. Thus, at first glance, ~t appeared as though the full round trip
commute &stance was ehmmated plus 0 7 redes of non-commute VMT However, non-
commute related travel apparently increased by one (short) trip to account for the
observed net reducraon of just one trap Because the potential for ~ncreasmg non-commute
travel has been an amportant hypothesized negative ~mpact of telecommuting (see, e.g
Salomon, t 985), the analysis focused on determining more precisely how the reductmns 
trips and VMT were &stnbuted between commute and non-commute purposes
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The ~ssue was comphcated by the fact that it was not possible to &saggregate the total
average daily VMT into commute-related and non-commute-related w~th complete preci-
sion For 15% (6) of the telecommuters, no direct home-to-work or work-to-home trips
were recorded dunng the &ary period When, say, the trip to work was hnked with a non-
commute acUwty, it could not be determined how much of the home-other-work &stance
was attributable to the commute and how much to the non-commute actlv~ty. Thus, the
average PV commute length for the entire sample of 40 telecommuters may be less than or
greater than 33 9 miles by an unknown amount Further~ ~t should be noted that 33 9 miles
is the average PV commute length counting the 34 apphcable tetecommuters only once
each. The number of dmry days and commute trips reported by each respondent vaned
somewhat, however~ and to ascertain the proportion of total sample VMT that ~s due to
commuting, a commute tnp should be counted as often as it appears m the sample, not
3ust once per respondent. With this background, then, the more detailed investigation of
trip and VMT reductmns revealed several interesting findings

Ftrst, even though only weekdays (Monday-Friday) were analyzed, Wave 1 days d~d not
always involve a commute In fact, commute trips revolving a PV (1 e. a PV was used for at
least one leg of a trip sequence to or from work) were reported for only 75% of Wave 
person-days This ~s due to the natural inclusion of events such as all-day work-related
meetings outside the mare office, s~ck days, personal leave days~ and commutes by non-PV
modes m th~s sample However, this has two lmphcatlons First, the average V1V[T per
person-day of 44 8 miles for Wave 1 was smaller than It would have been ff PV commute
trips had been made on 100% of the person-days Second, the average number of dmly PV
commute trips for Wave 1 was not two, but rather equal to 1 6 Th~s figure was computed
by counting the number of home-to-work sequences m the sample mvolwng a PV
(whether or not there were any mtermedmte trips), multlplymg by two, and &vldmg 
114, the number of person-days m Wave 1.

Th~s suggests that, for thls sample, telecommuting might be expected to chromate 1 6 PV
trips rather than two. However, the second noteworthy observatmn drawn from closer
mspectmn of the data ~s that TC days dMnot always chromate the comm~te On 6% of TC
person days (3 days), at least one PV commute trip was reported Of the 40 telecommuters
m the sample, three were apparently teIecommutmg partmI days and still making the trip
to the regular office This finding also has two imphcatlons, complementary to the first
finding. The first ~mphcat~on is that the TC day average VMT was larger than ~t would
have been ff no PV commute trips had been made on TC days The second lmphcat~on is
that the average number of PV commute trips on TC days was not zero as expected, but
rather 0 1.

Taken together~ these two findings mean that ff non-commute trips &d not change, we
would expect to find a reductmn of 1 5 PV trips on TC days Since we instead find a
reduction of 1 0 trips, we conclude that non-commute PV trips increased by 0 5 tnps on
average Hence, the 27 4% reductmn m tnps reported m Table 4 may be "clewed as the net
of a 40 7% decrease m total PV trips due to ehmmatmg the commute and a 13.3%
increase ~n total PV trips due to non-commute trip generation

Determining the ~mpact of telecommutmg on non-commute VMT ~s, as mentmned
earher, more problemaUc The following procedure was used For the majority of parti-
cipants w~th a known commute length, each time a sequence of trips was made that star-
ted at home and ended at work, the known one-way commute length was counted as the
commute portmn of that trip sequence For one participant whose commute length was
not known, a one-way commute &stance was shghtly over-esumated by averagang the
lengths of all trip sequences starting at home and ending at work (including all mter-
medmte trips to non-work destinations) F~ve participants never made commute trip
sequences revolving a PV during the travel dmry permd and hence do not contribute
anything to the total commute VMT of the sample

Focusing on the home-to-work chain was based on the assumptmns that more non-
work activities chained to the commute trip (e g eating, shopping) occur m the afternoon
than m the mormng, that morning non-work destmatmns such as day care or school are
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Table 5 Impacts of telecommutmg on commute vs non-commute VMT

Telecommuters Telecommuters D~fference
Wave 1 Wave 2 TC days

Total VMT 44 8 l0 2 34 6
Commute VMT 29 5 0 2 29 3
Non-Commute VMT 15 3 10 0 5 3

hkely to be closer to home on average than the more dwerse afternoon destmaUons, and
therefore that the mormng commute Is likely to provide a more accurate estnnate of the one-
way commute length than the afternoon commute The total one-way PV commute distance
for the entire group was then doubled (to apprommate the round-trip commute d~stance).
and divaded by the number of person-days m the group to obtain a per-person-day average.

Table 5 presents the estimated values of average commute and non-commute VMT for
the befole and after (TC day) samples, respectwely Non-commute VMT was calculated
as the difference between total and commute VMT Analysls of the table shows that the
34.6 n’ate reduction in VMT on TC days compnses a decrease of 29 3 commute miles and
a decrea;;e of 5.3 non-commute n’ales That Is, although telecommuting increased the
number of non-commute trips by 0 5~ the non-commute VMT decreased by 5.3 miles
Thus, the telecommuters made shorter, but slightly more frequent PV non-commute trips
on their TC days. The finding here is consistent w~th empmcal results from the Puget
Sound project, which noted a decrease of t I PV trips on tetecommutmg days, comprising
a decrea~ m commute tnps of I 4, w~th an increase m non-commute traps of 0 3
(Henderson etal., 1996). In that study, non-commute VMT actually increased by
2.2 miles. But in both cases, the net impact on both tnps (especially cold starts) and VMT
is a considerable reductton

4.4 Emissions findings
Table 6 summarizes the en~ss~ons findings of the study Companng the g/day em~ssmns

of telecommuters before telecommutmg (Wave I) and after telecommuting (Wave 2, 
Days) shows that vehicle emissions are greatly reduced as a result of telecommutmg 
more rehable measure than the g/mile saved, the percent savings, shows emissions reduc-
taons of 48% for TOG, 64% for CO, 69% for NOx, and 78% for PM. Savings of tins
magnitude are expected given the dramattc decreases an VMT and number of trips shown
in Table 4o Statistical testing is not performed on the emissions analysis component of this
research since the emlssmns models do not provide output on an individual level, only
aggregates for the entire sample

The following discussion of results focuses on three key ermsslons-producmg vehicle
actlvlties (VMT, cold starts, and average speeds) and how impacts due to telecommutmg
influenced vehtcle emlssmns VMT, a surrogate for running ermssions, has been shown to
be the primary contributor to PM and NOx The 77% reduction in VMT on TC days is a

Table 6 Emlss~ons Impacts of telecommutmg (average g/person-day)

Telecommuters Controls

W1 W2 TC days W2 NTC days W1 W2
40 people 40 people 34 people 58 people 57 people
114 days 52 days 56 days I6I days 149 days

TOG* 56 93 29 37 48 78 49 32 52 31
CO* 291 44 I03 49 215 89 216 52 206 48
NOx* 41 I0 12 59 30 27 31 36 33 19
PM* 9 6t 2 10 7 95 6 94 6 65

* Measured m g/person-day
Statistical tests could not be performed on these measures, because the model does not produce emissions by
md~wdual and therefore standard devmtmns could not be computed
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pnma~ y reason for the large decrease m the em~ssxons of all pollutants, but especially PM
and NOx, with 78 and 69% reductions, respectively

Engine starts, particularly cold starts, are another major cause of pollutant emissions.
Cold starts are the primary contributors to TOG and CO emlss~ons for short-to-medmm
length trips (20males) Telecommuters m thus sample had 39% fewer cold starts on 
days (c~omparlng Table 4, columns 1 and 2), a reduction from 2 5 to 1.5 per day This
resulted m 50 and 52% decreases m those portions of TOG and CO emlsslons that related
speclfically to cold starts

4 5 Speed dlstnbutzon anaO, sts
The emissions sawngs calculated for this pilot project were caused by decreases m many

key emtssaons-producmg vehicle ac~awtaes including VMT and (cold start) tnps Average
vehicle speed, however, decreased on telecommuung clays to speeds associated with hagher
emassaons rates Previous stu&es (Sampath et al, t991) have noted a similar result due to
telecomrnutmg reducing the proportaon of freeway VMT, resulting m lower average trip
speeds The average speed of telecommuters m this sample decreased from 38 mph before
telecommutmg to 27 mph on TC days Further analysas was performed to determine more
speclfically the basas for the observed shaft m average speed

Figure 2 shows the &stnbut~on of the total VMT across the sample at various speeds
for the telecommuters before and after telecommutmg VMT ~s plotted on the ordinate
wlth average trip speed on the abscissa. The figure illustrates that VMT is reduced m
essentially every speed category Thus, although the average trip speed ~s reduced as a
result of telecommutmg, the reduction is due to a larger decrease m high speed VMT, not
to a re-dlstributlon of VMT to lower speeds. This means that rather than mdwldual trips
being made at lower speeds on telecommutmg days, the hagher-speed travel on non-tele-
commuting days (the commute) ~s just ehmmated, effectavely reducing the average trip
speed "Haus the reduction m average trip speed should not be consadered a cost of tele-
commuting, only a logical consequence of the nature of the VMT savings.

Further, It should be noted again that aa analysis based on average speeds, although
currently the best the models and data perrmt, ~s incomplete It as also amportant to
understand better the emass~ons effects due to changes m accelerations and decelerations.
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These effects cannot currently be modeled at the individual level, nor, even If they could
be, do standard travel dmr~es collect the mformatmn necessary to measure accelerations
and decelerations for a gwen trip

4 6 VMT/twne of day dlstrzbutton analysts
Another interesting measure of travel behavior is the dlstnbutmn of VMT throughout

the day and how that dlstrlbuUo~ changes with telecommutmg Figure 3 shows a plot of
the total VMT for the sample against tame of day w~th VMT on the ordinate and time of
day on the abscissa Analysxs of the figure reveals that telecommut~ng caused a reduction
m VMT dunng every time perlod of the day The largest reductions took place between
lmdmght and 12 noon The morning peak corresponding to the morning commute hour ~s
ehmmated A relatively hlgh proportmn of travel on telecommutmg days stall occurs m the
p m peak, but the absolute level of travel during that t~me period ~s greatly reduced. This
change m travel behawor patterns is expected to have at least two beneficial impacts.

F~rst, the reductmn m VMT will contribute to decreases m both runmng ermssmns and
traffic congesuon. Wl~le th~s study focuses on the direct ermssmns ~mpacts of tele-
commuting, :t :s obvmus that, all other parameters being equal, congesUon w~ll be
reduced ff travel :s reduced or ehmmated dunng peak period times. Th~s m turn could
have an redirect ermss:ons benefit by smoothing traffic flow. It Is sometimes argued that
the reducUon m travel demand due to telecommutmg will be negated when demand that
has been latent due to congest:on ~s released after that congestion has been mit:gated.
Only one study to date (DOE, 1994) has attempted to quantify th:s feedback effect The
study constructed a number of scenarios to assess the effects of telecommutmg under a
range of assumpuons about telecommutmg levels, redirect effects, and em~ssmns levels.
The analys~s rod:cared that although the reahzatmn of latent demand tends to reduce the
d:rect benefits of telecommutmg, there are still non-trwml net benefits even under the
worst case assumptions

The second :mpact has ~o do vcath the d:stnbutmn of raps by ume of day. F:gure 4
shows the proportmnal d~stnbut:on of VMT vs Ume of day The figure shows that tele-
commuting caused dlsproportmnate reducUons m VMT (hence travel) across the day
Spec:fically, VMT was decreased more m the mormng (m:dmght to noon) than m the
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other tL~e periods The benefit from this disproportionate reducUon m travel is greater
than ff the reductlon had been equal m each Ume penod, since ~t xs more desirable to
elmnnate cold engine starts m the mormng than m the afternoon In the Puget Sound
study, 10-12% of the total emlssmns savings could be attnbuted to cold starts taking
place at warmer ambient temperatures (Henderson et al, 1996) Therefore, the larger
reducUons in morning travel contribute to reduced cold start em~ssmns, an ~mportant
factor m the overall emissions savings. However, the largest contnbutmn to the em~ssmns
reducuon as the dramaUc decrease m travel m every Ume penod

4 7 D/C ratzo
It is destrable to compare the findings reported here to the findangs from other studies

to determine the relattve efficaency of telecomrnutmg programs and other TDMs To
decrease vehicle emlssmns, TDMs typlcaUy focus on reducing either d~stance traveled
(VMT) or the number of (cold start) trips, or both Research on ermsstons-producmg
vehicle activities has shown that VMT ~s analogous to running em~ssmns 0mpactmg
PM and NOx most heavily), whale the number of cold starts ~s analogous to cold start
emlssmns 0mpactmg CO and TOG most heawly) Using these actlwtaes as surrogates for
em~ssmns permits a rough assessment of the em~ssmns ~mpacts of various TDMs wathout
reqmring use of data-intensive emlssmns models. The Distance/Cold start Ratio, or D/C
Ratm (Henderson et al, t996) allows tins comparison to be made The D/C Ratm is
defined as

% reductwn m VMT
D / C Ratw = % reductmn m the number of cold starts

For tins study, the D/C Ratio has a value of 77/39 = 1 97. The quotient shows that the
reduction ~n VMT is equal to 1 97 times the reductmn m the number of cold starts While
these numbers show a s~gmficant (39%) reductaon m the number of cold starts (CO
and TOG), the ratm indicates that telecommutmg was even more effect:ve at reducing
VMT (NOx and PM). It as amportant to note that a Ingher value of the quotient as not
necessardy better, It only mdacates the degree to which a TDM more heavily ~mpacts
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either VMT or cold starts For air basins targeting specific pollutants for which they are tn
violation of federal air quality standards, the D/C Ratio may be a useful tool to Identify
those TDMs most effective at helping achieve compliance

The D/C Ratio is also useful for companng &fferent stu&es of the same TDM For
example, the D/C Ratio from this study of telecommuting can be compared to the D/C
Ratio of the Puget Sound Telecommutmg Demonstration Project analysis (Henderson et
al, 1996) to determine slmflanties and differences between the two projects For the Puget
Sound Project the D/C Ratio had a value of 63/44 = 1 43 Comparing the two rataos
shows that m both cases telecommutmg was more effective at reducing VMT (NOx and
PM) than cold starts (TOG and CO) Analyzing the numerator and denormnator of 
ratio independently identifies two important findings The Puget Sound telecommuters
reduced cold starts more than the State of California participants (44-39%) The opposite
occurred with total travel, however, where VMT reductions for the two groups were
63 and 77%, respectively These findings show that while the magnitude of travel and
emassions reductions due to telecommutmg may vary from one study to another, there is a
growing body of evidence that telecommutmg causes slgmficant reductions in both VMT
and the number of cold starts, wath VMT being the most heavily influenced

5 CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The purpose of this research was to investigate the ~mpacts of telecommutmg on travel
behavior and personal vehicle emissions levels. A methodology was developed that utilizes
data obtained from travel dlanes, wath information collected on a trip-by-trip basis This
data was entered into the CARB’s emissions models, EMFAC7F and BURDEN7F, to
estimate the emissions levels of each participant group before and after telecommutmg,
and to determine the relative changes in emissions levels among groups A comparison
of participants’ telecommutmg day travel behavior with their before-telecommutmg
behavior shows a 27% reduction in the number of personal vehicle trips, a 77% decrease
in vehlcle-miles traveled (VMT), and 39% (and 4%) decreases in the number of cold 
hot) engine starts These decreases in travel translate into emissions reductions of 48% for
total orgamc gases (TOG), 64% for carbon monoxide (CO), 69% for nitrogen oxide
(NOx), and 78% for pamculate matter (PM)

Dlsaggregatmg the daily travel (for the telecommutmg sample before and after on TC
days) into commute and non-commute raps and VMT showed that the 34 6 mile reduc-
tion in VMT on TC days comprised a decrease of 29 3 commute miles and a decrease of
5 3 non-commute miles. Anatys~s revealed that although the net reduction in the number
of traps was one, 1 5 commute trips had actually been ehmmated, meaning that tele-
commuting caused an increase in the number of non-commute trips by 0 5 Thus, the
telecommuters made shorter, but more frequent non-commute trips on their TC days The
finding here is conslstent with empmcal results from the Puget Sound project, which noted
a decrease of I. 1 traps on telecommutmg days, comprasmg a decrease in commute traps of
1.4, velth an Increase in non-commute trips of 0 3 (Henderson etal, 1996). In both cases,
however, non-commute VMT decreased, and of course the net ~mpact of telecommuting
on both trips (specifically cold starts) and VMT leads to considerable reductions in travel
and emissions

Non-commute trap generation has been identified as a potential negative ~mpact of
telecommutmg The empirical results to date on this ~ssue have been encouraging, w~th
relatively small fluctuations in non-commute travel being observed Although the magm-
tudes and dlrectmns of these fluctuations may vary from study to study, they are not
expected to negate the transportation and emissions benefits of telecommutmg Never-
theless, this issue should continue to be studied, since non-commute travel impacts may
change considerably as shorter-dlstance commuters adopt telecommutmg in greater
numbers (Mokhtanan et al, 1995) Further, it would be valuable to include household
members m future analyses To date, the travel impacts of telecommutmg on household
members have not been well studied due to the difficulty m obtaining sufficient data.
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The methodology developed here revolves using travel diary data from a sample of
mdwlduals to evaluate the ermsmons impacts of telecommutmg for that sample However,
the methodology may be used to evaluate the ermsslons impacts of any transportation
strategy for which travel dtary data have been collected. An evaluatlon of the emissions
~mpacts of a particular transportation measure ~s an ~mportant part of the pohcy-makmg
process Because travel behawor and em~sslons are closely but not monotomcally linked,
an analys~s of both allows mult~-d~mens~onal consaderat~ons to be made It ~s ~mportant to
note, however, that m thls paper, the percent changes (in travel and emlsslons) due 
telecommutmg represent average per capita, per occasion reductions Thus, a comparlson
of the aggregate effectlveness of two measures must take into account the number of
people hkely to be affected by each measure and the percentage of days that the measure ~s
~mplemented, not just the per capita, per occasion impacts Although this level of analysis
~s beyond the scope of the present paper, aggregate trends of the adoption of
telecommutmg are discussed in Handy and Mokhtanan (1995), Handy and Mokhtaraan
(1996)

A number of interesting research questions remain regarding the transportation-related
impacts of telecommutmg One of partacular relevance to the subject of this paper ~s the
transportation and emissions ~mpacts of telecommutmg from a center compared to tele-
commuting from home Center-based teleeommuting, by defimt~on, reqmres a commute
of some kind (albe~t shorter than the trap to the conventional workplace), and therefore
may revolve a cold start Pohcymakers are reluctant to fully support telecon~mutmg cen-
ters as a TDM strategy untd more ~s known emplracally about their effectiveness m redu-
cmg em~sslons Multiple projects are currently underway by the latter two authors to
evaluate center-based telecommutmg by comparing VMT, number of traps, commute
mode choices and trap hnkmg characterast~cs of telecenter users with those of home-based
telecommuters and non-telecommuters of the same orgamzatlon These and other studies
w~ll continue to provide useful new mslghts into the travel and a~r quahty-related ~mpacts
of telecommutmg

Future efforts should be made to extend these types of analyses to include an investi-
gation of the non-work day impacts of telecommutmg, as well as comparasons of tele-
commuting household members w~th non-telecommuting household members These
analyses would help to answer some ~mportant questions such as whether telecommutmg
causes shifts m an entire household’s travel behawor and whether telecormnutmg shifts
travel between weekend and work week days. Dats sets currently avmlable do not contain
sufficiently rehable weekend and household data to perform such an analysis. It has pro-
ven to be a challenge to collect data of th~s type, espeemlly from non-telecommutmg
households where there ~s httle or no incentive to fill out travel dmraes

Future research on the emissions ampacts of teIecommutmg wll benefit from improve-
ments to the EMFAC/BURDEN models It ~s expected that the upcoming (7G) versions
of the models will increase predicted emissions levels to be more consistent w~th field-
measured pollutant concentrations (Washington, 1994) These advances w~ll ~mprove the
estimates of emissions levels allowing for more accurate comparisons of the emissions
benefits of telecommutmg and other TDMs
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